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PBC Skarbonkiewicz Maciej

Ladies and Gentlemen
Dear Costumers,

I  would like to introduce myself as the export
promoter, agent for the fine food and drink from
Poland.

My aim is to source best quality products made in
Poland. The majority of polish food and drinks
manufactures –producers are already using the latest
available high tech technologies to produce fine food
and drink. Excellent packaging, product presentation
and yet what’s most important superb taste in many
cases unique home-made recipes that’s what you can
expect from my network of producers.

The products portfolio is huge coming from various
departments like:

Ambient products

Fresh food , meat , poultry , venison , fish

Dairy products, organic

Ready-made dishes, Delicatessen

Frozen , pizza , fruit, vegetables, fish

Fresh and preserve fruits and vegetables

Chocolate confectionary,, bakery , cookies confectionary

Alcohol , beer , vodka , wine

Soft drinks , fruit juices , mineral waters , energy drinks

Canned products and marinated fish ,meat

Smoked fish , chicken and others

I  guarantee to present and deliver to you best quality
products with modest pricing. Exclusives deals your
satisfaction will be secure.

Best Regards
Yours sincerely
PBC Skarbonkiewicz Maciej



Traditionalcoldmeats



Cold meats
Meat production plant PMB is
a  leading manufacturer in Poland
and as well exporter to many EU
countries
plus other global markets .

Its recognise internationally with
awards for top quality of all
products with leading Kindziuk ,
dry sausage with National
Heritage taste .

World famous Kabanos and series
of classic and premium products
can satisfy the most demanding
connoisseurs of fine food.

More at:
http://www.pbc-pl.com.pl/en/food/products/meat-ham-sausages

Gypsy salami Smoked beef carpaccio Smoked ham



The PBM is the only producer from
Poland which can make fully
certify Halal products ,
therefore the whole Muslim
community around the
world can enjoy their
unique regional recipes
. Order them and
taste to your full
enjoyment.

World famous
Kabanos, classic
range

Pastrami



Lukullus specializes in products
manufactured out of pork and poultry.
Thanks to the konwledge and the
experience of our food technology
professionals we perpetually innovate
recipes. Technologically advanced
procuction process, based on acquired
fresh meat, fulfills rigid requirements of
the EU. At the same time the vivinity of
the Kampinos Forest National Nature
Reserve compels us to take environmental
precautions during the production
process.

Binduga Kampinoska -
excellent dry sausage



We would like to proudly present
the selection of "Zakłady Mięsne
NOWAK" Meat Company from
Poland base on ecological,
microclimate ofBaltic Sea and
agriculture fields. We can write
more and more about the
Delicious products from Poland ,
however We think that the best
way to make you own judgment is
to try them !!!

Poledwica Sopocka (smoked loin)

Krakowska Sucha (excellent dry pork sausage),

Wedzonka Extra (high quality smoked ,raw ham),

Kabanosy (Noble, thin, dry pork sausage with gentle flavor of caraway),

Mysliwska Sucha (Smoked “Forest Hunter“ style sausage),

and many many others

Excellent dry
hunters sausage
home-made
traditional
recipes with
venison meat .

Typical cold snack , smoke ham
juicy and tender , ideal for cold
buffet appetiser before main meal



Ambient products
Try and enjoy our delicoius polish products!

Amino-Instant :Tomato Soup ,Vegetable Soup

Chipita Croissant 7Days : Cocoa, Strawberry

Amino –Sauce :Bolognese, Champignon , Mushroom

Amino –Packet Soup :White Borsch, Pea, Mushrooms

Winiary Mayonnaise
Winiary Instant Soup: Chicken
noodle, Tomato noodle
Winiary Soup : White Borsch,
Red Borsch, Sour Soup

Agrico :
Fish Goulash of Szczecin
Minced Pork Ham
Tourist Canned Meat
Polish Ham
Minced Pork Ham
Lard with Meat
Country Black Pudding
Chicken Sirloin Mayonnaise

Wedel Marshmallow:
Vanilla, Cream

Kubus – Juice 0.9L:
Carrot/Apple/Orange ,
Carrot/Banana/Apple,
Carrot/Peach/Apple

Tymbark: Apple /Peach
Drink 2L , Apple juice 1L

Jutrzenka Family Wafers:
Nuts, Cocoa ,Coconut,
Cream, Cocoa/Cream

Lays Crisps: Onion, Pepper



Polishfinest vodkas



More at:
http://www.pbc-pl.com.pl/en/food/products/beer-and-vodka

We are exporter of food and drink from Poland.
Below are just some of the products that we export to United

Kingdom and Benelux countries from our well established and
recognised producers and wholesalers

Polish Land pure vodka:

“Polish Land vodka is produced with

traditional method from luxury neutral

spirit of the premium class and highly

crystal clean water. ”

Polish Land cherry vodka:

“Cherry vodka is produced on the basis

of natural cherry concentrate. Long

seasoned in suitable containers what is

granting the delicate and natural taste

of the cherry."

Other famous polish brands

Superior quality
vodka from
Poland
Heritages
combine with
trendy bottle
Taste and Enjoy !

Extra Żytnia - well
known and well

recognised polish
vodka. Slim shape of
the bottle conceals

noble content -
characteristic and
harmonious rye
taste that stems

from perfect synergy
of combining

traditional recipe
and modern

production process.

Polish vodkas



Awards winning beers



The unique flavour of our beers comes from:

• postglacial water – crystal clear and perfect in taste,
drawn from our own intakes situated among the moraine
hills
• yeast from our own propagation station
• hop – from the famous Lublin hop – aromatic and bitter
• malting barley – our own crop, from which malt is
produced through strict selection of barley
• the passion and skills of our brewers and the
centuries-old tradition of the region, which enables us
to draw on the old recipes handed down from
generation to generation.

Core is a  delicious Vollbier and a  pure natural
product.

Superior malt gives the beer its distinctive full
round body. Superior hops
are responsible for the gentle and smooth
bitter finish. Selected Styrian pumpkin seeds,
carefully roasted, add a  delicate nut flavor.

Proper carbonation contributes to the
outstanding taste of this specialty beer.

A  beer with secret power. It has
a  full, intense flavour and
a  unique colour characteristic
for bock beers.

It is brewed according to
ancient recipes by the initiated
brewing masters of the Amber
Brewery. Each of them knows
only a  part of the recipe, and so
they meet once a  year to create
a  beer that delights in its
exceptionality.

More at:
http://www.pbc-pl.com.pl/download/foods/amber4piwa-english.pdf

Supreme taste



Polish famous awards winning brands



Strong dark beer of the porter
famili, characterised by a  full taste
and rich aroma. Perfect with
gourmet desserts, and especially
dark chocolate.

The first Polish natural
beer recommended by

the Slow Food
Organization, and the
first one awarded by

the Ministry of
Agriculture the “Get to
Know Good Food” sign.
Not pasteurized and

with no preservatives.

Regional brewery
Beers with unique taste and quality

Unique taste and quality of Łomża beer
mature slowly away from the hustle and
bustle of a  big city. Łomża beer is brewed
in a  brewery located in North-Eastern
Poland.

Łomża kept its character of
true beer thanks to
regional origin and
attention to the
highest quality. The
characteristic green
packaging of Łomża
Export conceals
unique beer with
a  soul.



Coffee and tea

More at:
http://www.pbc-pl.com.pl/pl/food/products/sweets_pralines_cheery_in_liqueur_plumps

Other polish famous products:

LATTE is a  drink mild in

taste, bringing together

subtlety and a  truly

Italian strong character

of coffee. The secret of

its delicate sweetness

lies with a  touch of real

brown sugar. The

composition is

supplemented by a  touch

of caramel which,

coupled with milk,

creates the drink's

ultimate depth of flavour

and aroma.

Earl Grey - The leaf

version of this

delicious tea is

designed for those

who like to prepare

their infusion in the

traditional way.

Ceylon is an

excellent tea

with

a  characteristic

red-brown

colour and

a  very

distinctive

MOCCA constitutes

a  reproduction of

a  real „coffee shop”

drink. The addition

of cocoa powder

creates a  distinctive

chocolate aroma,

besides the drink's

typically latte

attributes. Add

some tall, thick froth

– and you are „eye

to eye” with an

extraordinary

version of a  coffee

and cocoa dessert.

Mokate – a  group of companies
devoted to production of coffee
and tea based products , Our
company’s flagship products is
cappuccino instant – over 13
years’ experience in
production resulting in 83% of
market share in Poland



Sweets and chocolates

Other polish famous chocolate products:

Box of chocolates

filled with liquour soaked cherry,

with a  strong, pleasant flavour, leaving an

unforgettable taste impression. Made from

natural chocolate and pipless cherries.

Producer of puff straw, cookies and

french pastry with

marmalade based on traditional

home made recipes.

Delicious snack for morning,

afternoon tea or coffee.



Dairy products - freshness ofnature



In the recent years, Polmlek Group has significantly strengthened its position
in Poland in the category ofmaturing cheese, mainly in the segment of sliced
cheese, and also introduced the Mozzarella in liquid. Polmlek Groups offers

also cottage cheese, creams, drinking yoghurts and desserts.

Dairy products

CAPRESI TZATZIKI and TOMATO

flavors extended the offer of

Creamy Capresi that so far have

been available as natural, pepper

and herbs flavor.

The most know cheese with blue

interior mold, ideal for the

traditional “cheese platter”,

meat and fish dishes, pasta,

toasts, pizzas, soups, sauces.

Yogurt is nutritionally rich in protein,
calcium, riboflavin, vitamin B6 and
vitamin B12. It has nutritional benefits
beyond those ofmilk.

More at:
http://www.pbc-pl.com.pl/pl/food/products/dairy_products



Herrings fromBalticSea



We offer the best quality
delicatessen and marinates range

of quality fish - herrings from
Baltic Sea.

Wonderfully smooth taste as
an excellent appetiser

or snack with beer
and famous Polish Vodka.

The taste which will satisfy
any fish connoisseurs.

Enjoy and try our
delicious products.

More at:
http://www.pbc-pl.com.pl/pl/food/products/fish_products__delicatessen__marinates

Fish of Baltic Sea



From generation our traditional herring fish
appetisers were best recognise as excellent
snack before drinking strong alcohols.
Deliciously smooth with special marinates
and healthy oil Omega 6 creates foundation
for long lasting parties and resistance for
your body against hangovers.

Typical example fillet herrings in oil , in
herbs, in sour cream , in vinegar with herbs
and onion Bismarck style , kosher style
rollmops with gherkin , onion, herbs , with
dry plum in tomato Provençale style , with
dill , with olives, gypsy style, pirate style .



Enjoy and try
our delicious
products.

World famous
polish Karp,
homemade
smoke mackerel
and trout.

Bon appetite,
Smacznego!

- Rollmops in regional recipe from Kaszuby
- Fillet in Kaszubski style
- Herrings in regional farmers recipe with garlic
- Jewish recipe herrings
- Herrings in Gypsy recipe souse



Humpergifts - withlove



Hamper gift sets

We would like to present best of
polish and international brand
products for our traditional

hamper basket. We chose only top
quality classic products recognise

internationally to celebrate
Christmas or Easter special food

and drinks.

From world famous polish
vodkas clear and flavour, liquors,
to dry cold sausages and ham
meats with delicatessen meals,
marinated fish, teens meat,
sweets, fine chocolates,
premium brands coffee, tea, dry
fruits, premium selection
peanuts and finally to add up
some classic wines .



Set 1 as example various sizes and prices :

- Bottle of Premium brand polish vodka 0.7l 40%,
- Bottle of polish Slivovitz 0.5  l 40%
- Bottle of polish classic Cherry 0.5l 35%,
- Bottle of classic red dry wine from CEE,
- Bottle of house Champagne from France to add splendour and chic,

- Dry smoke sausages like , Krakowska ,kabanos , salami,
- Smoke Hams , Sopocka, Krakus,
- Sardines , fillet herrings in oil , rollmops,

- Premium cheese selection,

- Chocolates with liqueur, box and bars of chocolates, pralines,

- Premium coffee, teas,

- Cookies - ginger biscuits, Christmas preserve, marmalade, family crackers, Christmas
pudding.
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and more brands.. .
Other polish brands:

Krakus, Sokołów, Morliny, Gzella, Viola, Wawel,
Wedel, Żywiec, Tymbark, Hortex, Mlekovita,
Mlekpol, Pudliszki, Winiary, Bakoma, CD Miody,
Kupiec, Hektor, Orzech, Roksana, Amino, Vobro,
Lajkonik, Łowicz, Lukullus, Lubella, Bobovita,
Kamis, Prymat
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Dear Costumers,

I enclose General list for various type of products from ambient, dairy, fresh, chilled
to frozen meat products, dairy cheese, yogurts, cream, milk, desserts, bread, fish
marinates and smoke, alcohol vodka, beers, wines, juices, tea, coffee, preserved
food, soups, powder products, spices, baby food, breadcrumbs, barley, flour, oil,
chocolate confectionery, salads, margarine, processed cheese, dumplings, sour
cream, cucumbers, sauerkraut.

Brand names some of them are:

- Benus

- Cheetos

- Lajkonik

- Lubella

- Amino

- Knorr

- Vifon

- Artlex

- Moja Marka

- Bakalland

- Bebiko

- Ferrero

- Jutrzenka

- Nestle

- Milka

- Prince Polo

- Wedel

- Bonduelle

- Pamapol

- Profi

- Pudliszki

- Lowicz

- Caprio Drinks

- Ekoland

- Helena

- Kubus

- Herbapol

- Tiger

- Tymbark

- Zywiec

- Delecta

- Gellwe

- Edmal

- Frutico

- Rolnik

- Galeo

- Kamis

- Kotlin

- Kucharek

- Podravka

- Winiary

- Roleski

- Jacobs

- Mokate

- Prima kawa

- Tchibo

- Kupiec

- Melvit

- Mondello

- Sonko

- Bobovita

- Nan 1, 2, 3

- Danone

- Jana

- Zott

- Mlekpol

- Dega

- Delma

- Hochland

- Piatnica

- Mlekovita

- Kotwica

- Virtu

- Lisner

- Seko

We guarantee
prompt and on-
going deliveries.
Please see the
selection and come
back to me with
your orders.




